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Numerous studies have shown that stress in plant cells and organelles with transport electron chains is
related to RNA editing. The ATP synthase complex present in mitochondria plays a crucial role in cellular
respiration and consists of several subunits. Among them is the b subunit, which is encoded by the mito-
chondrial atp4 gene. Computing-based analysis of the effects of RNA editing of the Withania somnifera
atp4 gene in mitochondria leading to alterations in the b subunit of ATP synthase. Using the CLC
Genomic Workbench 3, RNA editing analysis between the control and salt stress conditions was not sig-
nificantly different. Depending on RNA editing, the tertiary structure model revealed a change in the
states of the b subunit, reflecting differences in the central stalk and F1-catalytic domain. The study found
that polar edits in the N-terminus of the b subunit allow for efficient H + ion selectivity and introduce a
new coiled-coil alpha-helical structure that may help stabilize the complex. The most noteworthy finding
of this study was the strong impact of these editing events on the tertiary structure of the b subunit,
which has the potential to affect the ATPase activity and indicate that the editing in this subunit aimed
to restore the original active protein and not as a response to salt stress.
� 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of King Saud University. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Due to its promise as a therapeutic and stress-resistant herb,
Withania somnifera, also known as Indian ginseng, has attracted
attention in RNA editing studies. In order to control gene expres-
sion and produce protein variety, RNA editing is essential, and a
recent report has shown that RNA editing events can significantly
affect protein structure and function (Hao et al. 2021).

The RNA editing process comprises the deletion, insertion, and
modification of nucleotides after transcription, but it does not
involve splicing, polyadenylation or capping (Nishikura 2006;
Farajollahi and Maas 2010). This mechanism was investigated ini-
tially in Trypanosoma mitochondria (Benne et al. 1986). The com-
mon type of this process is converting cytosine (C) to uracil (U), but
adenosine (A) can also be modified to inosine (I) in animals
(Nishikura 2006). An example of RNA editing, which is carried
out by the cytidine deaminase (apobec/ACF complex) editosome,
involves the conversion of C-to-U and has been identified in the
apolipoprotein-B gene (Maris et al. 2005). In the plant kingdom,
RNA editing is frequently observed in transcripts of plastids and
mitochondria, where the conversion of C to U nucleotides occurs
as a result of pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins (Castandet
and Araya, 2011; Takenaka et al. 2019). Studies have reported that
Arabidopsis thaliana exhibits 43 and 619 editing sites in the chloro-
plast and mitochondria, respectively (Ichinose and Sugita, 2016;
Bentolila et al. 2013). This process can occur in both non-coding
and coding regions (Licht and Jantsch 2016; Picardi et al. 2014)
and become more effective in biological functions if it is released
in the 1st or 2nd position of codons (Edera et al. 2018). Environ-
mental factors, developmental stages, tissue type, and ecotypes
can all influence RNA editing (Tseng et al. 2013). In terrestrial envi-
ronments, research has concentrated on editing of mitochondria
transcripts such as CoxIII, Cytb, CoxII and NadI (Takenaka et al.
2008). The atp4 transcript undergoes RNA editing, specifically the
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cytidine-to-uridine modification (Kong et al. 2019). Complex V,
which includes the ATP synthase subunits, is the final enzyme in
the transfer electron chain. ATPases are enzymes that hydrolyze
ATP (adenosine triphosphate) to release energy for cellular pro-
cesses. An ATPase is classified into four types: F-ATPase, V-
ATPase, and A-ATPase. Each of them has a unique structure and
function, and they play important roles in various cellular pro-
cesses, including metabolism, transport, and signaling. F-ATPases
are reversible ATPases found in bacteria, plants (chloroplasts)
and eukaryotes (mitochondria). They can hydrolyze ATP by creat-
ing a proton gradient or use a proton gradient to synthesis ATP
(Sobti et al. 2021).

ATP is generated within the matrix of the mitochondria by an
enzyme called ATP synthase. The structure of ATP synthase has
been extensively studied, and it consists of two main domains:
the F1 domain, which is the catalytic unit responsible for ATP syn-
thesis, and the F0 domain, which is the membrane-embedded pro-
ton channel that generates the electrochemical gradient used to
drive ATP synthesis. The catalytic site of ATP synthesis or hydroly-
sis is the F1, while the rotor-like motor part is the F0, which works
as a channel to transfer the proton through ATP synthesis. The F1
domain is composed of five subunits, namely alpha, beta, gamma,
delta, and epsilon, arranged in a hexagonal pattern and extending
up into the F0 part. It mainly works as the axle of the complex. The
F0 domain consists of several subunits, including a ring of c-
subunits, one a-subunit that is anchored to the membrane and
whose rotation powers the synthesis of ATP, and one b subunit that
stabilizes the complex as it extends from the inner membrane to
the matrix (Pinke et al. 2020). The structure of mitochondrial
ATPase is highly conserved across different eukaryotic organisms
and is essential for cellular energy production.

The b subunit is a membrane-bound protein that plays a key
role in ATP synthesis. It is encoded by the mitochondrial atp4 gene
and located in F-ATPase. In addition to the transmembrane
domain, this protein also contains an extramembrane domain. B
subunit N-terminal is bonded with the complex membrane part
through two antiparallel a-helicals (in mitochondria), and the
remaining protein extends from the membrane in the form of an
electrically charged coil structure. The protein is highly important
for F1 to bind the membrane part F0. Subunit B has a long helix
extending from the F1 domain to the membrane surface domain
F0 and probably no break in it across the membrane (Sobti et al.
2021; Pinke et al. 2020). The b subunit also contains a regulatory
domain that is implicated in ATP synthase complex assembly and
regulates the enzyme’s activity.

Next-generation sequencing (NGS) has emerged as an effective
tool for discovering RNA editing in organelles (Bentolila et al.
2013). This technology is a useful tool for detecting RNA editing
at low level, making it a reliable tool for achieving research objec-
tives. Furthermore, NGS and bioinformatics tools have facilitated
the identification of numerous novel Arabidopsis editing sites
(Ichinose and Sugita, 2016; Lo Giudice et al. 2019).

The present investigation employs RNA sequencing data to
investigate the editing sites of the mitochondrial atp4 gene in
Withania somnifera and how they affect the tertiary structure of
the gene. Furthermore, gene editing patterns are studied in relation
to salinity.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. RNA sequencing data

The Withania somnifera RNA-seq data was collected from the
NCBI database. The data consists of samples collected in two con-
ditions: a control group and a group subjected to one week of salin-
2

ity treatment. The control group samples were labeled as
SRR10985100, SRR10985101, and SRR10985102, while the
salinity-treated group samples were labeled as SRR10985103,
SRR10985104, and SRR10985105.

2.2. Site-specific analysis of RNA editing

This process is achieved according to Ramadan et al. (Ramadan
et al. 2023). Withania somnifera’s mitochondrial atp4 gene’s editing
sites were identified by CLC GenomicWorkbench 3.6.5. With a 0.98
similarity and length fraction, unwanted sequences were removed
by adjusting the mapping settings. The reads were matched to the
Alkekengi officinarum mitochondrial genome (Accession no.
OL467322). The frequency of each conversion site over all salt
exposure periods was computed (Chen et al. 2017).

2.3. Exploring atp4 gene amino acids and conserved domain database

The CLC genomic workbench version 3.6.5 software tool was
utilized for the purpose of identifying RNA editing sites within
the genomic atp4 genes and cDNAs of Withania somnifera. Addi-
tionally, the same software tool was employed to predict any
potential changes in the secondary structure of proteins resulting
from RNA editing events. Accession numbers were measured using
the NCBI Conserved Domain database (Lu et al. 2020).

2.4. Validation of RNA editing sites

RNA editing sites were validated by analyzing the leaves of
Withania somnifera plants treated with 100 mM NaCl for one week,
as well as control samples (in biological triplicates). For RNA
extraction, Qiazol (Qiagen, cat. No. 79306) was utilized, and the
cDNA synthesis procedure used 1 lg of total RNA and 1 mM poly
dT oligonucleotide. Using the Mx3005P qPCR system (Stratagene)
and primers designed by PRIMER 3 (Table S1), qRT-PCR experiment
was performed according to Wang et al. (Wang et al. 2015). The
actin gene was used for normalization purposes (acc. No.
OQ291286). RNA editing percentage calculated as following
(Rodrigues et al. 2017):

%RNAediting ¼ 2ðCt mean of T variant�Ct mean of C variantÞ

= 2ðCt mean of T variant�Ct mean of C variantÞ þ 1
n o

� 100
2.5. Statistical analysis

The ANOVA test in the SPSS version 20 was used to conduct the
statistical analysis of bioinformatics outputs as well as qRT-PCR
result. Tukey’s HSD (Tukey, 1949)wasused formultiple comparisons.

2.6. Protein structural modeling

Protein modeling of both wild-type and mutated proteins was
performed using I-Tasser (Zhang, 2008). To calculate the RMSD
between the two models, TM-align was employed (Zhang and
Skolnick, 2005). Through repetitions of dynamic programming,
the TM-Align approach optimizes residue alignment according to
structural similarity. DynaMut2 and I-Mutant + were used to eval-
uate protein stability (Rodrigues et al., 2021; Capriotti and Fariselli,
2017). Additionally, the coiled-coil structure was predicted using
DeepCoil (Ludwiczak et al. 2019), CCHMM (Bartoli et al. 2009)
and Scorer 2 (Chari et al. 2017) independently based on the
sequences. Using the ConSurf website (Ashkenazy et al. 2016),
which shows the arrangement of both structural and functional
residues throughout the structure, the conservation study of amino
acids was carried out.
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3. Results

3.1. Identification of Withania somnifera atp genes and corresponding
CDS

It was possible to obtain the genomic DNA and the cDNA of the
mitochondrial atp4 gene from Withania somnifera by utilizing the
Alkekengi officinarum mitochondrial atp4 gene (accession no.
OL467322) as a reference to get atp4 gene (OQ238716), transcript
data from control (acc. no. OQ238717) and salinity-stressed (acc.
no. OQ238718) samples. To identify transcripts of the atp genes,
a total of 128,140,192 pair-end reads were utilized for the control
sample, and 117,692,344 reads were used for the one-week salt
stress (100 mM NaCl) sample.

3.2. Nucleotide editing and amino acid changes

Multiple alignments of atp4 genomic sequence and the two
cDNA treatment sequences (Fig. S1) revealed ten C- to- U editing
sites (C59, C71, C89, C215, C227, C248, C251, C395, C407, C416)
(Fig. 1A, Table S2).

3.3. Atp4 gene editing validation

In order to validate the identified editing sites of the atp4 gene
and to verify the usefulness of RNA-seq as a characterization tool,
the editing sites were confirmed using qRT-PCR. The study quanti-
fied and measured the levels of atp4 editing positions (C59, C71,
C89, C215, C227, C248, C251, C395, C407, C416) in two different
treatments. The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 3,
which likely shows the relative expression levels of each editing
position in both treatments. This experiment was carried out to
confirm the accuracy of the RNA-seq data by comparing it to the
RT-qPCR results (Fig. 1B).

3.4. Conserved domain analysis of atp4 synthase subunits b and
secondary structure

Domain analysis was performed on the discovered ATP syn-
thase subunits 196aa, and their accession numbers were deter-
mined using the NCBI Conserved Domain database. Two protein
families was detected as following; ATP synthase, F0 complex, sub-
unit B/MI25 was predicted at position 20–148 (IPR008688,
PF05405), ATP synthase, F0 complex, subunit MI25, plants at posi-
tions 1–191 (IPR044988, PTHR37774). Other features was
detected; N-terminal region of a signal peptide (1–13), C-
terminal region of a signal peptide (23–26), signal peptide region
(1–26),Phobius Region of a membrane-bound protein predicted
to be outside the membrane, in the extracellular region (27–35),
Hydrophobic region of a signal peptide (14–22), Region of a
membrane-bound protein predicted to be embedded in the mem-
brane (36–53) and finally Region of a membrane-bound protein
predicted to be outside the membrane, in the cytoplasm (54–
196) (Fig. 2A).

Protein secondary structure indicated differences in the quan-
tity and size of alpha helix and beta sheets. In atp4 before editing,
there were 7 alpha helixes and 8 beta sheets, however, after edit-
ing, there were 8 alpha helixes and 8 beta sheets (Fig. 2B, Fig. S2).

3.5. 3D structure of atp4 encoded protein subunit

3.5.1. Structural differences in b subunit
The results indicate that RNA edits occurred at multiple gene

locations during the experiment, which resulted in amino acid
changes in critical locations of the protein (Fig. 3). Ten different
3

changes in the amino acid sequence were observed, and most of
these edits affected the overall structure of the b subunit.

The model exhibited a longer N-terminus a-helical structure in
both wild-type ATPase (expected protein from the DNA sequence
before editing) and C-ATPase (edited protein from control mRNA
sequence as well as salt stress mRNA sequence). This finding is dif-
ferent from the reported ATPases of F-APT structures (Fig. 4).

The reported sequence from Pichia angusta (PDB: 5LQZ) are
missing the N-terminus domain (the first 33 amino acids are form-
ing external N-terminus loop) that never been noticed in previous
structures of b subunit. These external helices are clearly hanging
outside the reported b subunit complex structure (Fig. 5).
3.5.2. Coiled-coil effect on b subunit
The RNA edits were introduced at critical positions of the a-

helical structure of the b subunit. Most of them are leucine edits
to support the strong coiled-coil structure. Some of the leucine
was introduced at a, d junctions (Fig. 6). The ‘‘a” and ‘‘d” positions
within a coiled-coil structure are critical for the stability and pack-
ing of the alpha helices that form the coiled coil. These positions
are typically occupied by hydrophobic or nonpolar amino acids,
which engage in important interactions to maintain the coiled-
coil structure’s integrity. The arrangement of amino acids at these
positions is a key determinant of the coiled coil’s stability and func-
tion in various proteins.

The conservation of amino acids over the structure was investi-
gated and revealed that all the editing positions were typically
located in relatively non-conserved positions (Fig. 7). In particular,
P84L and P136L are identified as highly variable regions in the pro-
tein. To identify functionally important regions in the protein, an
automated tool called ConSurf was utilized, which uses surface
mapping to determine how each amino acid site position has chan-
ged over time. The analysis assumes that residues that are highly
conserved across different homologous proteins are likely to be
important for the protein’s structure, function, or both.
4. Discussion

In most organisms, RNA editing is one of a key of the functional
protein’s expression, particularly in organelles and researchers
links ecological stress to RNA editing, highlighting its crucial role
in maintaining cellular homeostasis (Castandet and Araya, 2011;
Yuan and Liu 2012). When RNA editing is disturbed in Arabidopsis,
free oxygen (ROS) production rises, heightened dehydration sensi-
tivity. These studies emphasis how important RNA editing is to
plant biology and how it might affect how plants react to environ-
mental stress (Yuan and Liu, 2012).

Depending on the species, different editing sites for the atp4
gene have been reported in various plants. Arabidopsis contained
nine editing sites, compared to Onion’s 13, Cucumber’s 10, wild
Carrot’s 18, Soybean’s 12, and Sunflower’s 11 (Edera et al. 2018).
Prior to utilize the bioinformatics tools to study RNA editing, it is
crucial to eliminate the impact of heteroplasmy on nucleotide vari-
ation, as it may interfere with the RNA editing analysis (Fig. 1)
(Makki et al. 2019). In this study, we ensured the exclusion of
heteroplasmy and identified 10 RNA editing sites (nucleotide no.
C59, C71, C89, C215, C227, C248, C251, C395, C407, C416) inWitha-
nia somnifera.

Real-time PCR analysis confirmed that these sites were com-
pletely altered in control and salt stress (Fig. 1B, Table S2). These
results enhance our understanding of the potential involvement
of RNA editing systems in shaping plants’ responses to abiotic
stress. The current study yielded several insights into RNA editing
in Withania somnifera. Initially, it was observed that salt stress did
not influence any of the editing sites. This raises the possibility that



Fig. 1. RNA editing percentage for atp4 gene. A) RNA editing percentage for atp4 gene from RNA-seq data as compared with DNA sequences using CLC program, B) qRT-PCR
confirmation. The replicates’ worth of data are presented as means with standard deviations (black bars). A statistically significant symbol is ** at P < 0.01.
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RNA editing in this gene may be intended to restore the conserved
protein, raising the possibility that it might have originated to
undo previous mutations and highlighting the significance of this
editing procedure. Additionally, it was found that there were no
synonymous amino acids, which is in contrast to earlier studies
(Edera et al. 2018). These findings highlight the unique character-
istics of RNA editing in Withania somnifera and provide insights
into the functional significance of this process in this species.

RNA editing has a profound impact on the secondary structure
of proteins, including changes to the number of alpha helices and
beta sheets and their length (Fig. 2B, Fig. S2). At a numeric scale,
7 alpha helix and 8 beta sheet was found before editing, however,
8 alpha helix and 8 beta sheet was found after editing. At length
level, the alpha helix in regions (8.0.22,
65.0.71,109.0.111,115.0.125, 130.0.146) at DNA are different in
size at control and salinity stress (8.0.23, 64.0.76,109.0.112,115.0.
4

127,142.0.146). Also, beta sheet regions (29. . .32, 81, 150. . .158)
at DNA are different in size at control (28. . .32, 81. . .84,
153. . .158). In addition substitute part of beta sheet at
(150. . .158) in corresponding DNA to alpha helix in control
(150. . .152). These findings align with our earlier discovery in the
Ccmfn gene (Ramadan et al. 2023) and underscore the substantial
impact of RNA editing on the integrity and quantity of alpha
helices and beta sheets.

Electron cryo-microscopy was used to determine the three
states of mitochondrial ATP synthase in Pichia angusta
(Vinothkumar et al. 2016). Our models also reveal a clear change
in the states of the b subunit (Fig. 4). The two different states of
the structure reflecting differences in the central stalk and F1-
catalytic domain where F1 is bound into a different catalytic inter-
face in each state. The inhibitor protein’s position relative to the
peripheral stalk (Dickson et al. 2006; Nirody et al. 2020). A bound



Fig. 2. Secondary structure and domain analysis of b subunit of atp4. A. The Domain analysis of b subunit. showing various protein signatures and domains identified within
the sequence. Key features include signal peptide regions, transmembrane regions, cytoplasmic domains, and the presence of the ATP synthase protein MI25-related family. B.
Number of secondary structure regions in the b- subunit before and after RNA editing. The beta sheet (brown) and the alpha helix (blue).

Fig. 3. Comparison of the b subunit of ATPase from Withania somnifera. A) Sequences of the b subunit from Withania somnifera before and after editing. The blue purple
regions are identical, while the unlabeled ones are the edits. B) The structure model from I-Tasser generated from the wild type of atp4 DNA sequence. The long pink helix
represents the b subunit of the ATP complex. C) The structure model from I-Tasser generated from edits of atp4 DNA sequence. The long pink helix represents the b subunit of
the ATP complex.
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inhibitor at state 3 can be oriented either towards the peripheral
stalk or away from it, while a bound inhibitor at state 1 will be
closest to it, whereas an inhibitor at state 1 will be further away
from it (Murphy et al. 2019). This study provides valuable insights
into the structural changes that occur in the mitochondrial ATP
synthase during different states, which can be important for under-
standing the molecular mechanism underlying the function of this
enzyme. It also highlights the role of F1 in regulating ATP synthesis
by inhibiting the ATP synthase when the cellular energy charge is
high, and thereby, preventing the wasteful hydrolysis of ATP. These
findings have implications for understanding the bioenergetics of
cells.

In our knowledge, a b subunit C-terminal domain binds to an
OSCP C-terminal domain (Moralesrios et al. 2015), however in
5

our study, we observed a clear difference in the c-terminus
between the wild-type ATPase (Wt-ATPase) and control ATPase
(C-ATPase) models, which we believe may be related to the regula-
tion of overall rotation and binding. It is possible that the edits that
occurred could have a role in how the ATP pump is regulated. Our
model is perfectly fitting with Walker study (Walker and Dickson,
2006), as we identified a-helical structure from residues 12–26
while they mentioned a-helical structure 19–26 that is exposed
in the mitochondrial matrix. Furthermore, we identified a second
transmembrane a-helix 33–47 followed by small turn in the long
a-helix at residues 48–54.

The polar edits (S20F, S24L and S30L) in b subunit N-terminus
indicates the ‘‘switching” between these two states (Fig. 6). This
localized amino acid changes in composition from serine to pheny-



Fig. 4. Superpose the structures of subunit b fromWithania somnifera_DNA andWithania somnifera Control. The long pink helix represents the b subunit of the Wild type-ATP
(Wt-ATPase) complex, and the long blue helix represents the b subunit of the Control-ATP (C-ATPase) complex. the C-ATPase in blue, state 1 in gray and state 3 in mint green.
The model is shown along with the F-ATPase complex structure (PDB: 5LQZ) from Pichia angusta in gray color. The labeled yellow and cyan colors represent the sequence
differences between Wt-ATPase and C-ATPase.

Fig. 5. Exposure of N-terminal alpha helical structures in subunit b (Wt-ATPase in pink and C-ATPase in blue helices). The edits are labeled in yellow at both of the helices. A.
A Top view of the ATPase complex structure (PDB: 5LQZ) from Pichia angusta. B. A side view of the ATPase complex structure (PDB: 5LQZ) from Pichia angusta. The C-ring in
cyan, a subunit in orange and Ch1-Ch4 protein subunits are in purple.
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lalanine and leucine is believed to affect the proton flow mecha-
nism, instead of significant structural changes (Leone et al. 2015).
These minor changes could be responsible for the strong H + ion
selectivity to reduce the excessive salt in the environment (Leone
et al. 2015). The N-terminus of the b subunit is responsible for pro-
6

ton translocation, which is a crucial step in ATP synthesis. The
switching mechanism between two states allows the ATP synthase
to adapt to changes in the proton motive force, which in turn can
be affected by changes in the environment. This mechanism is sus-
pected to be modulated by polar edits, specifically the substitution



Wt-ATPase

MRLSSTNMQARKMLFAAILSICASSSKKISIYNEEMIVALCFIGFIIFSRKSLGNTFKVTLDGRIQAIQEESQQFPNPNEV
.................................................................................

VPPESNEQQRLLRISLRICGTVVESLPMARCAPKCEKTVQALLCRNLNVKSATLPNATSSRRIRLQDDIAIKMHVLVGKRF
.................................................................................

CPRCSSKAERVEFIRESLVVLRMVRVGDSLKNKE
..................................

81

162

196

C-ATPase

MRLSSTNMQARKMLFAAILFICALSSKKILIYNEEMIVALCFIGFIIFSRKSLGNTFKVTLDGRIQAIQEELQQFLNPNEV
............................................................HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH

VLLESNEQQRLLRISLRICGTVVESLPMARCAPKCEKTVQALLCRNLNVKLATLLNAISSRRIRLQDDIAIKMHVLVGKRF
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH....................HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH........

CPRCSSKAERVEFIRESLVVLRMVRVGDSLKNKE
..................................

81

162

196

Fig. 6. Coiled-coil heptad repeats identification. A. Wt-ATPase sequence, where no coiled-coil structure was predicted. B. C-ATPase, where the d amino acids are labeled in the
sequence. The two predicted coiled-coil structures are identified in the region as L61-S96 and E117–M154, respectively. The edited amino acids were labeled in red within the
sequence.

Fig. 7. Conservation analysis of the protein models. ConSurf results showing the conservation quality of amino acid residues. A. The Wt-ATPase; B. The C-ATPase. Arrows
indicate the substitution positions. The conservation scale are ranging from dark teal color (variable) to rosewood color (conserved).
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of serine with phenylalanine and leucine. These changes likely
affect the interactions between the b subunit and other compo-
nents of the ATP synthase, such as the OSCP and the peripheral
stalk, which are involved in regulating the overall rotation and
binding of the ATP synthase. Ultimately, these changes in the pro-
ton flow mechanism allow for efficient H + ion selectivity, which is
important for the ATP synthase power functioning in high-sodium
environments.

Our analysis revealed an additional alpha helix structure in the
N-terminus region of the mitochondrial ATPase that is not embed-
7

ded within the membrane (Fig. 5). This feature is quite different
than the other previously reported structures of mitochondrial
ATPases. ATPases is exposed to the mitochondria matrix (Walker
and Dickson, 2006). The presence of this a-helical structure is
believed to stabilize the long helical axis of b subunit.

The polar edits at positions S72L, P76L, P83L, P84L, S131L, P136L
and T139I were observed to introduce a new coiled-coil alpha-
helical structure that may play a crucial role in stabilizing the
entire complex. This coiled-coil alpha-helix tends to dimerismwith
the b subunit for better stabilization and therefore, prevent the dis-
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sociation of ATPase complex for a longer effect during the stress
(Fig. 4).

When the cells are exposed to environmental stress such as
drought or salt, the b subunit plays a critical role in providing a
flexible elastic link for a smoothly rotating torque. Therefore, the
stability of the b subunit is crucial under these conditions. We
assume that the edits we figured out in this manuscript are giving
the b subunit the stability required during ATP synthesis and
hydrolysis to provide the adequate energy required either for
immediate usage or for storage as backup in the cell. As a conse-
quence, the proton channel interface remains intact. It was always
discussed before the support for the long a-helical axis of b subunit
in the middle. C-terminal is supported by interactions with OSCP
C-terminal and stabilized, while N-terminal is integrated into the
membrane sub-complex, stabilizing it, along with other interac-
tions with the d-subunit and intact peripheral stalks. Only the
lower part of the helix appears to be lacking in support from other
subunits. Coild-coil domains before and after this area provide the
required support for the overall complex (Fig. 6) in addition to the
other single a-subunit (residues 1–30).

The study compared the RNA editing frequency in themitochon-
drial genes of control and salt-stressed plants inWithania somnifera.
The findings suggest that there were no significant differences in
RNA editing between the two conditions. This result contrasts with
most studies that have reported differences in the editing sites fre-
quency in mitochondrial genes between normal and abiotic stress
conditions. We suggest that our findings may be due to the specific
conditions of the salt stress applied in this study. Therefore, we rec-
ommend that future studies should consider investigating salt
stress in a narrower time frame, as was done in a previous study
by Ramadan et al. (Ramadan et al. 2021), to confirm the effect of salt
stress on RNA editing in Withania somnifera. Overall, these findings
provide insight into the complex regulatory mechanisms involved
in plant responses to environmental stress and suggest that the
impact of stress on RNA editing may be context-dependent and
influenced by various factors.

5. Conclusion

According to our data, there was no noticeable difference in
RNA editing between control and salt-stressed plants of Withania
somnifera for the mitochondrial atp4 gene. These findings imply
that these locations are critical for b subunit restoration and stabil-
ity during ATP production and hydrolysis. However, additional
experimental validation is required to support our predictions.
Also, it demonstrate that RNA editing can have a considerable
impact on the structure and function of proteins, including
ATPases, by introducing alterations in the amino acid sequence.
Our findings pave the way for further research into the role of
RNA editing in restoring active enzymes in wild plants that may
lack particular gene codons due to mutations, Investigating the
development of cellular respiratory genes in wild plants can pro-
vide useful insights into their adaption processes to environmental
stress.
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